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AIACE/CENTRAL/2017/ 54                                Dated    1/11/2017    

 To 

The  Chairman 
  
Coal India Limited 
New Town, Rajarhat, Kolkata. 
  
Sub:-- RELEASE OF TRANSFERRED EXECUTIVES. 
  
  

Dear sir, 

It is brought  to your kind notice that frequent transfer orders are being issued  transferring  executives from 
one company to another and one area to another in the same company. It is appreciated that transfer order is 
well discussed at  competent level and decision  taken and thereafter the transfer order is issued. But, it is 
painful to note that the transfer orders are  not fully implemented  and  transferred executives are in a fix what 
to do and what not to do. 
 
In this connection, the mass transfer of executives of different grades  on request basis may be cited.  Some 
influential executives have been released who wanted release and some have been retained as per their wish  
and some are still waiting to be released. This  is causing frustration among them. 
  
Regarding release , office memorandum no 183  dated 23/11/2005 on transfer policy issued by the then 
GM(Personnel), CIL may be referred communicating the decision of  233rd meeting of BOD of CIL on the 
issue. The board had directed that  transfer orders issued should be implemented  within 30 days  of  issuance 
of  the order except in case of  such transferees whose transfer order has been subsequently 
withdrawn/modified by the Chairman, CIL . In the event of non -release of transferee within aforesaid period, 
he/she  shall be deemed to have been released on expiry of  30 days. of issuance of the order. 
  
In the light of above facts, it is requested to direct concerned officials to release all  the transferred executives  
without further delay who have been transferred in the last one year from one company to another or one area 
to another area within the same company. 
  
Regards 
  
   
P K SINGH RATHOR 

Principal General Secretary 

AIACE 

CAMP- SECL KORBA AREA 

DISTT:- KORBA, CG 495677 
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CC:--   
1. Director(P&IR), Coal India Ltd. Rajarhat, Kolkata. 
2.All CMDs, BCCL/ECL/CCL/CMPDIL/NCL/SECL/MCL/WCL 

3.All DPs,, BCCL/ECL/CCL/CMPDIL/NCL/SECL/MCL/WCL 

4. The Secretary, Ministry of Coal, Govt of India, New Delhi - With a request for  appropriate 
direction to Coal India on the issue.   

 
  


